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Status
 Pending

Subject
Multitiki customizations broken

Version
1.9.x

Category
Error

Feature
Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center
Installer (profiles, upgrades and server-related issues)

Resolution status
Reviewed

Submitted by
Gary

Volunteered to solve
Gary

Lastmod by
amette

Rating
     (0) 

Description
1.9.0DR4 worked fine. 1.9.0 fails.
If you have a multitiki and create custom css/tpl files, they are not traversed. For example, If you
have a multiwiki on www.foo.com and create a style called 'bar', the correct place to put the
customized css files is
/styles/www.foo.com/bar.css
But this no longer works. It has to be in /styles/bar.css

The tpl files should be in
/templates/www.foo.com/styles/bar/
But this no longer works. It has to be in /templates/styles/bar

Please put back the old way. The current (broken) way prevents me from having styles of the same
name on different multiwikis. each with customization.

Solution
There is a negative report on that - to be specific: this site! It runs cleanly with those exact settings!
Please confirm and close!

Importance
7

Priority

https://dev.tiki.org/item140-Multitiki-customizations-broken
http://www.foo.com
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Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
140

Created
Thursday 28 April, 2005 17:18:57 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Thursday 23 September, 2021 13:29:25 GMT-0000

Comments

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 23 Sep 21 13:30 GMT-0000

I don't see how I can evaluate or test this in an area I have very little knowledge...
@Gary Cunningham-Lee do you know if this is still relevant ?

Gary Cunningham-Lee 23 Sep 21 13:44 GMT-0000

I have no idea. I have a MultiTiki but I just use different themes for the sites. Since the bug report is
from Tiki 1.9, I suppose a workaround has been found. I don't think just renaming the files would be a
problem. I suggest the bug report be closed because it's so old and there's an easy alternative
method.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item140-Multitiki-customizations-broken
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